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The weights of these copper coins do not offer any
opposition to the new theory of Garrueci. The half (^n)
he considers46 to be "the half of a whole which ought to
weigh from 447*76 to 463*20 grains. The Roman sestertius
sometimes weighs even 481-72 grains, according to the
testimony of Borghesi. We may then believe that it is
of the same value as a dupondius ; while the second piece,
which is the fourth part (^m), ought to value an as, and
the third piece a semis. This division, introduced by
Augustus, who caused the sestertius of bronze to be
adopted throughout the empire, shows that these three
coins cannot belong to the fourth year of Simon the
Maccabee." .
I may now add the concluding sentences of Garrucci
on this subject :47 f( After the first year of the war of the
Independence, the city being split up into factions hostile
to each other, it does not seem to me difficult to explain
why the copper was issued without any chiefs name. The
city in the second year had no one to govern it, and
Josephus calls it a city without a leader (71-0X1 v atrrparfiyrirov,
Bell. Jud., iv., 3, 3); in the third and fourth years there
was still a greater dearth of governors, when it was divided
into three parties. Even the reason of substituting Sion
- for Israel seems to have been the fact, that when these-
coins were issued, Sion was the only fortress left to the
Jews, all the* others having fallen into the hands of the
Romans and been destroyed. I do not wish to conceal
the only difficulty which I think remains to the new
system of attribution, namely, the value of the copper coins
which we only read on those struck during the fourth
year, when we should have expected to find it in the first
46 Op. eit., p. 38, note 3.       '   *? Op. cit., p. 39.

